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Abstract: With the development of intelligent automotive human-machine systems, driver emotion
detection and recognition has become an emerging research topic. Facial expression-based emotion
recognition approaches have achieved outstanding results on laboratory-controlled data. However,
these studies cannot represent the environment of real driving situations. In order to address this,
this paper proposes a facial expression-based on-road driver emotion recognition network called
FERDERnet. This method divides the on-road driver facial expression recognition task into three
modules: a face detection module that detects the driver’s face, an augmentation-based resampling
module that performs data augmentation and resampling, and an emotion recognition module
that adopts a deep convolutional neural network pre-trained on FER and CK+ datasets and then
fine-tuned as a backbone for driver emotion recognition. This method adopts five different backbone
networks as well as an ensemble method. Furthermore, to evaluate the proposed method, this paper
collected an on-road driver facial expression dataset, which contains various road scenarios and
the corresponding driver’s facial expression during the driving task. Experiments were performed
on the on-road driver facial expression dataset that this paper collected. Based on efficiency and
accuracy, the proposed FERDERnet with Xception backbone was effective in identifying on-road
driver facial expressions and obtained superior performance compared to the baseline networks and
some state-of-the-art networks.

Keywords: driving safety; facial expression recognition; human-machine interaction; smart cockpit;
affective computing

1. Introduction

Emotion-related human-machine systems are essential for the intelligent automobile.
Driver’s emotion affects driving performance and is closely related to traffic accidents.
The number of road traffic deaths continues to rise steadily, having reached 1.35 million
[1]. Among these incidents, the inability to control emotions has been regarded as one
of the critical factors degrading driving safety [2]. Hence, driver emotion detection and
recognition are emerging topics for intelligent automotive human-machine systems [3].

Emotion can be divided into internal response, such as electroencephalograph (EEG)
and galvanic skin response (GSR); and external response, such as facial expression, gesture,
and speech [4]. EEG signals provides excellent time resolution and allow researchers to
study emotional stimuli; however, EEG requires many electrodes placed at various places on
the head, which is impractical in applications like automotive human-machine systems [5].
GSR monitors emotions and stress due to the change of sweat glands activities; compared
with EEG and fMRI, GSR does not require bulky instruments and only needs sensors to be
placed on the hands or feet. Nevertheless, even mild exercise can significantly alter the GSR
signal and make it unreliable for driver emotion recognition, since drivers frequently move
their hands and feet while controlling a vehicle [6,7]. External response requires simple
instruments to collect. Gesture is a crucial body language that can deliver emotion states [8];
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different body gestures convey various emotions. However, considering that the driving
task restricts body movement, it unrealistic to monitor driver emotion through gesture.
Speech, as a fundamental means of communication for humans, is also a vital component
for affective interaction. Speech-based emotion recognition requires extracting features
from raw speech data. It has low accuracy in recognition of highly affective speech [9,10]
Considering the implementation of an emotion-based vehicle’s human-machine system,
speech is not qualified to be the primary pattern due to its insufficient accuracy. Speech is
not continuous during the driving task, which means that the system is unable to monitor
emotional states when there is no dialogue, which is common during driving.

Among the above-mentioned emotion responses, facial expression is one of the most
powerful signals for human beings to convey emotional states [11]. Besides, facial expres-
sion is easy to obtain and requires only simple instruments, and many researches have
studied facial expression recognition and achieved satisfying accuracy. In addition, the
collection of driver facial expression data during driving is less affected by body movement
and noise than the EEG or fMRI signals. Hence, facial expression-based emotion recogni-
tion is the most appropriate and suitable emotional response recognition for an automotive
emotional human-machine system.

Computer vision-based deep learning methods are extensively applied for facial
expression recognition and emotion monitoring. Li’s [12] research survey of deep facial
recognition summarizes facial expression datasets and collection environments such as
laboratories or the internet.

However, the existing works are mostly performed on lab-captured datasets due to
the shortage of real-scenario databases. There is no on-road driver facial dataset available
for the driver facial recognition task, and the driving task may suppress facial expressions.
Due to this problem, there is a lack of on-road driver facial expression recognition research,
which is vital for automotive human-machine systems.

This paper proposes a novel deep learning-based framework for on-road driver facial
expression recognition in an end-to-end manner. To address the above-mentioned dataset
limitation, this study collected a driver facial expression dataset. The proposed method
identifies drivers’ emotions and can further improve driving safety. There are many studies
related to the impact of emotion on driving behavior. Anger causes road rage and increases
driving risk [13,14], while sadness and nervousness reduce driving concentration [15].
Related researches on driving risk [16,17] also shows that emotion is one of the factors that
affect driving risk. Emotions affect the driving behavior and some negative emotions tend
to produce dangerous driving behaviors (such as road rage). Therefore, identifying driver
emotions is an upstream study for dangerous driving behavior early warning. Based on our
research, researchers can further analyze the influence of each emotion on driving behavior
and early warning intervention methods. The proposed framework’s overall architecture is
presented in Figure 1 and further elaborated on in Section 3.

The main contributions of this paper can be described as the following:

• A transfer learning model for on-road driver facial expression recognition, called the
facial expression-based on-road driver emotion recognition network (FERDERnet), to
classify on-road driver emotion, is proposed. This approach provides a novel method
for on-road driver facial expression recognition using insufficient and unbalanced
on-road data.

• An on-road driver facial expression dataset was collected. This study designed and
conducted the on-road driving experiment to obtain on-road driver facial expression
data. The experiment contains various road scenes (traffic lights, pedestrian crossings,
urban areas, highways, tunnels, overpasses, bridges, etc.) and road conditions (smooth,
traffic jam, congestion, etc.) during various periods (morning, midday, afternoon,
night).

• The performance of the proposed FERDERnet was evaluated on the on-road driver
facial expression dataset. A comprehensive comparative study of some baseline
networks and the corresponding FERDERnet was conducted, and the FERDERnet was
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compared with some state-of-the-art deep neural networks. The result demonstrates
that the proposed framework improves the recognition accuracy of the on-road driver
facial expression dataset.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes related
preliminary and facial expression emotion recognition works. Section 3 describes the
framework proposed called FERDERnet and its components. Section 4 introduces the
on-road driver facial expression data collection in detail. Experiment results and discussion
are presented in Section 5. Method limitations and future works are presented in Section 6.
The conclusion is presented in Section 7.

Figure 1. The overall structure of the proposed facial expression-based on-road driver emotion
recognition network (FERDERnet). FERDERnet takes two inputs: source dataset (in this study: FER
and CK+) and target dataset (in this study: on-road driver facial expression dataset). The flows of the
source dataset are indicated by the blue arrows, while the flow of the target dataset is indicated by
the green arrows. BN(i) stands for backbone networks; P(i) stands for model predictions.

2. Related Work
2.1. Facial Expression Recognition

There is extensive research related to facial expression recognition based on feature
extraction methods, either handcrafted conventional feature extraction or feature extraction
by deep neural networks.

The handcrafted features include Gobar wavelets [18], line-based caricatures [19],
scale-invariant feature transform [20], histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) [21], local
binary patterns (LBP) [22], minutiae points [23], Haar wavelet [24], and histograms of
bunched intensity values (HBIV) [25]. The features using machine learning methods
include dynamic-Bayesian networks (DBN) [26] and SVM [27–31] for further classification.

More recently, feature extraction and recognition jointly learned by deep learning
techniques [32–36] are witnessed to be superior to handcrafted features-based approaches.
Zhiding et al. [33] proposed a two-step model: a face detection module and a multiple CNN
classification module for facial expression recognition tasks. Karnati et al. [36] proposed
a model based on deep convolution neural networks for seven-class facial expression
recognition tasks; the model adopted score-level fusion with two branches: a local feature
classification branch and a holistic feature classification branch. Pham et al. [37] proposed
a masking model to boost the performance of CNNs. Shervin et al. [38] proposed an
attentional convolutional network for facial expression recognition. Jiawei et al. [39]
proposed an amending representation module (ARM) to be embedded in CNNs to improve
network performance.
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2.2. Transfer Learning-Based Facial Expression Recognition

Transfer learning is a research problem proposed in machine learning in the 1970s.
Extensive research about “learning how to learn” [40], “lifelong learning“ [41], “multitask
learning” [42], etc. has been conducted. Transfer learning aims to transfer the knowledge
learned from one domain to help learning tasks in a new environment [43].

Fine tuning is a commonly used method of transfer learning with the intent of training
a deep network with insufficient data. The strategy is usually to first train the network on a
large-scale dataset (such as Imagenet, which is commonly used in many studies) and then
transfer the network’s parameters to training for the target task.

With the lack of large-scale datasets, fine-tuning has been widely investigated for facial
expression recognition [44,45]. Networks have been pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset and
fine-tuned on other facial expression datasets. Orozco et al. [46] adopted AlexNet, VGG19,
and Resnet pre-trained on Imagenet and fine-tuned for recognition tasks on the CK and JAFFE
datasets. A. Ravi [47] applied Imagenet pre-trained VGG to extract features on CK+ and
JAFFE, then adopted SVM for classification. In [44], AlexNet and VGG were pretrained on Im-
ageNet and twice fine-tuned for small dataset facial expression recognition. Yoursif et al. [48]
adopted fine tuning in VGGNet architecture for facial expression recognition.

2.3. Driver Facial Expression Recognition

Driving a vehicle is a complex process involving visual cues, hazard assessment,
decision-making, and strategic planning [49] for both the driver and the automotive [50].
Driving style and driving behavior have attracted research interest for driving safety [51,52]
and avoiding collision [53]. Wenbo et al. [54] investigated the driver anger regulation in
visual attributes. Driver facial expression mirrors driver emotional state [55]; therefore, it is
important for emotion recognition and ensuring driving safety.

In [56], a driver facial expression recognition-based emotional stress system was
proposed. The data was collected in a static vehicle scenario, then feature extraction
applied PCA and implemented a SVM classifier.

Due to the influence of driving tasks, the driver’s facial expression may be suppressed
or subtle when experiencing emotional states [57]. In that case, driver facial expression
recognition is vital for intelligent vehicle human-machine systems.

Vehicle driver facial expression recognition is more difficult compared with a lab-
controlled environment. Nonetheless, most of the research mentioned above relating
to driver facial expression recognition did not consider the issue of real on-road driver
facial expression recognition, which lacks datasets for model training. Furthermore, these
methods, regardless of the scenario, mean the datasets are static life scenarios or wild
settings. The studies related to driver facial expression recognition also did not collect
on-road driving data and did not adopt a transfer learning strategy, which is frequently
adopted in ordinary facial recognition tasks.

Emotion perception-based human-computer interaction in a smart cockpit is an impor-
tant topic. More and more applications of deep learning have been utilized in various fields,
yet driver facial expression recognition during the driving task has never been studied.
Facial expression recognition during the driving scenario is far more important than the
static scenario for emotion recognition in the intelligent vehicle human-machine system.
This paper proposes a novel deep learning-based framework for on-road driver facial
expression recognition in an end-to-end manner. To address the above-mentioned dataset
limitation, this study conducted and collected a driver facial expression dataset. Based on
this research, more studies can be migrated to the field of autonomous driving and smart
cockpits, such as drone-assisted crowd counting [58], face detection under risk situations
[59], and image super-resolution [60].

In this work, a model for on-road driver facial expression recognition based on transfer
learning is proposed. To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel work about on-road
driver facial expression recognition. This work integrates some excellent technology in
computer vision and deep learning with careful design and modification to construct the
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proposed FERDERnet and apply it. Furthermore, this research also collected a driver facial
expression dataset during on-road driving tasks.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Overall Structure

The FERDERnet model proposed in this research is a model for on-road driver facial
expression recognition. The entire network consists of three stages. The first stage extracts
the faces from the input video frame recorded during the on-road driving process; the
second stage employs the image re-sampling algorithm based on the grayscale dataset
extracted from the first stage to handle the long-tailed (sample imbalance) issue; the third
stage performs emotion recognition on the re-sampling dataset by applying some state-of-
the-art deep neural networks for backbone and implements a transfer learning training
strategy.

The input of the FERDERnet is the pre-processed video frame (Section 4) and the
model outputs the predicted emotion class. In general, the model comprises three modules
corresponding to the three stages of the entire network—the face detection module (FD),
the augmentation-based re-sampling module (ABR), and the emotion recognition module
(ER)—as presented in Figure 1.

3.2. Face Detection Module (FD)

The face detection module (FD) extracts the driver’s face area from the input video
frames and converts it to grayscale images. Face detection and alignment are essential
to many applications in computer vision and many researches have proposed relevant
algorithms. Henry et al. [61,62] proposed an algorithm based on template matching and
S.Z. Li et al. [63] proposed a Harr feature extraction and Adaboost classifier algorithm.
With the development of deep learning, more and more novel algorithms have been
proposed [64–67], continuing improvement of face detection accuracy.

The FD module proposed in this work is inspired by the deep cascaded multitask
framework proposed by Kaipeng Zhan et al. [67]. The FD module adopts three-stage nets
to generate the face window and alignment face landmark positions and extract the face
pictures (resolution: 160 × 160, RGB). Then, the extracted face pictures are converted into
grayscale images as the output of the FD module. The resolution of the input video influ-
ences the performance of the FD module. For the on-road driver facial expression dataset
collected in this work, the original dataset was edited and the driver scene (resolution: 1920
× 1080) was taken as the input of FD module to boost the processing speed. The proposed
method of this paper is aimed at the driver monitoring system (DMS) [68]. Therefore, the
algorithm of the FD module performs largest face detection; when multiple faces appear
in one image, only the largest face is considered to be the driver’s face. Furthermore, the
recorder’s placement ensures that the driver’s face is largest in the captured images.

3.3. Augmentation-Based Re-Sampling Module (ABR)

The primary intent of this work is emotion recognition using the data collected in the
on-road driving experiment. In this study, labeled data with seven emotion class labels
from the FD module are the original images. The original images of the emotion classes are
imbalanced, which means that the image quantity varies from different classes. Therefore,
the originally extracted faces required further processing. To settle this problem, related
research on imbalanced data [69–71] has proposed methods that deal with long-tailed
data, for instance: re-weighting, re-sampling, etc. As shown in Algorithm 1, this work
proposed an augmentation-based re-sampling algorithm based on the re-sampling method
to alleviate the imbalance of the dataset presented and enhance the model’s generalization
ability.

In detail, ABR implements different augmentation and sampling methods for the
images of each class, including random augmentation, over-sampling, and random under-
sampling. In general, the ABR module receives the input of the original driver face grayscale
dataset, and outputs the augmented re-sampled dataset.
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Algorithm 1 Augmentation-based re-sampling algorithm

Input: images from dataset
Output: augmented and re-sampled dataset
dataset contains cropped f aces f rom FD module
for directory in dataset do

if directory = Neutral then
perform undersampling
sample rate← 0.1
random sample(sample rate)

else if directory = Disgust or Happy then
perform augmentation-based oversampling
sample rate← 0.2
random sample(sample rate)
for sample in random sample do

one of:
Random Rotate(−20◦ ≤ angle ≤ 20◦)
Random Bright(brightness limit = 0.3)

end for
else

perform augmentation-based oversampling
sample rate← 0.3
s1← random sample(sample rate)
s2← random sample(sample rate)
s3← random sample(sample rate)
for sample in s1 do

Random Rotate(−20◦ ≤ angle ≤ 20◦)
end for
for sample in s2 do

Random Bright(brightness limit = 0.3)
end for
for sample in s3 do

Random Contrast(contrastlimit = 0.1)
end for

end if
end for
return augmented and re-sampled dataset

3.4. Emotion Recognition Module (ER)

The emotion recognition module (ER) in the proposed FERDERnet performs emotion
recognition of the augmented re-sampled dataset produced by the ABR module. The ER
module utilizes deep neural networks as the backbone, replacing the full connect layer with
the seven class emotion recognition task of this work. In this paper, five widely used deep
neural networks are selected as the backbones: Googlenet [72], Resnet50 [73], InceptionV3
[74], InceptionV4 [75], and Xception [76]. The ER module’s training strategy in this study
utilizes the inductive transfer learning method (the target data’s labels are available) and
adopts the fine-tuning method to transfer the knowledge learned from the source dataset,
thereby enhancing module performance on the target dataset. Furthermore, this study
adopt the no-weighted sum average ensemble method to the fuse five backbone networks
together in order to boost model performance.

In this research, the ER module adopts fine tuning as the transfer learning strategy.
The fine tuning method first trains the network on the source dataset and then uses the
model weight trained on the source dataset, removes the full connect layer, and constructs
a new full connect layer for the target domain training. Hence, knowledge is transferred
from the source domain to the target domain by inheriting the model weight. In this work,
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the source dataset is the augmented FER [77] and CK+ [78] dataset. The FER and Ck+ were
integrated as a whole dataset and data augmentation was conducted (random horizontal
flip, random crop, random brightness, random contrast, and random rotation) to increase
the quantity of the source dataset. The target dataset is the augmented re-sampled on-road
driver facial expression dataset. To perform fine tuning, the model was first trained on the
source dataset and then the model weight was transferred to the target dataset training.

As shown in the pipeline of the FERDERnet (Figure 1), the ER module first initializes
the deep neural network (in this Figure, Resnet50 is adopted as the backbone) using white
cubes to present; then, it pre-trains the initialized network using the source dataset; after
that, it fine-tunes the pre-trained network on the target dataset using blue cubes to present;
finally, it trains the network using target dataset.

This work adopts cross-entropy loss:

Loss = −
n

∑
i=1

yi log ŷi (1)

where n is the emotion class (in this study: seven); ŷi represents the probability distribution
of the predicted value, and yi represents the one-hot distribution of the emotion label of
one picture:

yi =

{
1, i f y = G
0, otherwise

(2)

where y is the ground-truth of one picture and G represents the Gth emotion class. During
the training process, this study adopts the batch training strategy, with gradient update
after the iteration of one batch. Therefore, let b represents the batch size and the loss
function is:

Loss(b) = −1
b

b

∑
j=0

n

∑
i=0

yij log ŷij (3)

4. Data Collection

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed FERDERnet, an on-road driver facial
expression dataset is required. To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available
on-road driver facial expression dataset. To this end, this study designed and carried out
an on-road driver facial expression experiment, which collected driver facial expressions
induced by different road scenarios. Compared with other dataset collection methods like
lab control environments or static life scenarios that perform facial display, the on-road
driving experiment was much more complicated and difficult due to the uncertainty of real
road scenarios and the labor-intensive labeling work. Under such circumstances, this study
collected 25 subjects’ on-road driving facial expression data.

4.1. Ethics Statement

The experimental procedure was approved by Chongqing University Cancer Hospital
Ethics Committee, China. Participants and data from participants were treated according
to the Declaration of Helsinki. The participants were also informed that they had the right
to quit the experiment at any time. The video recordings of the participants were included
in the dataset only after they gave written consent for the use of their videos for research
purpose. A few participants also agreed to the use of their face images in research articles.

4.2. Participants

Twenty-five participants (20 males and 5 females) with Chinese nationality and from
21 to 31 years old (mean [M] = 24.4 years; standard deviation [SD] = 2.2 years) were
recruited to participate in this experiment from Shapingba District, Chongqing, China.
Each participant had a valid driving license with at least one year of driving experience
(average [M] = 4.1 years; standard deviation [SD] = 2.3 years; range = 1–11 years). All the
participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (18 participants wore glasses) and
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average hearing ability. The presence of occlusions such as lighting conditions and glasses is
a significant research challenge for facial expression recognition; hence, experiments during
night time and participants wearing glasses were all included to evaluate the robustness of
the emotion recognition. Domestic self-driving travel insurance for all participants was
purchased. According to the duration of each participant’s experiment, all the participants
received 60 CNY as financial reimbursement for their participation.

4.3. Experiment Setup

The experiment was carried out in Chongqing, China. Benefiting from Chongqing’s
unique landform, the route selected included abundant terrain and road scenarios (signal
lights at intersections, zebra crossings, pedestrian-intensive sections, downtown sections,
highways, tunnels, overpasses, bridges, etc.). Figure 2 shows the experimental setup. The
experiment was conducted during various periods (morning, midday, afternoon, night).
The experiment route involved four districts of Chongqing and the route varied for different
participants.

Figure 2. Experimental setup of on-road driver facial expression dataset collection: (a) driver facial
expression recording, (b) road scenario recording, (c) experimental vehicle, (d) experiment setup, (e)
navigation of the test road.

The experiment’s intent was to collect on-road driver facial expressions induced by the
road scenario; hence both the driver’s face and the road scenario needed to be collected. To
record the driver’s face as well as the road scenario synchronously, two driving recorders
were required. Based on the vehicle condition of this study, the driving recorder needed to
meet the following requirements:

• Mainstream driving recorder power supplies require 5 volts DC. The on-board cigarette
lighter of the test vehicle meets the requirement, meaning that the driving recorder
needs to support an on-board cigarette lighter port.

• The video recorded by the recorder must be unencrypted (videos recorded by some
driving recorders are encrypted) so that the original recorded driving data can be
exported for further processing.

• The recorder needs to be small and easy to install to reduce interference with driving.

Based on the above factors, this study selected Hikvision’s D1 Driving Recorder, one
for the road scenario recording (Resolution: 1920 × 1080, TS) and the other for driver facial
expression recording (Resolution: 1920 × 1080, TS), with a frame rate of 30 frames per
second (fps). This experiment used a TF memory card to store and read the experimental
data collected in the recorder.

In order to reduce interference and maintain the real driving environment, the recorder
equipment was installed slightly higher than the steering wheel. Each driver was also
required to adjust the driving seat. Furthermore, the cab’s interior ceiling lights (except for
the dashboard light) and the sunroof were closed to reduce reflection.
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4.4. Experiment Protocol

At the beginning of the experiment, the participants were informed about the driving
route before driving the vehicle. During the driving process, two driving recorders recorded
each scene simultaneously. For each driving experiment participant, an experimenter
accompanied them in the vehicle (for safety reasons).

During the driving process, emotions can be induced by road scenarios, communi-
cation with passengers, and other none-driving-related tasks such as music and phones.
However, non-driving-related tasks such as communication, occur not only in the vehicle,
in but many situations. This research aimed at the special situation that can induce emotion
only when driving a vehicle, which is the diverse road scenario. In this case, the driver was
not allowed to communicate with the co-pilot except for safety reasons, to ensure that the
collected driver emotions were induced by the road scenarios.

The recorded driving time for participants was around 90 min. After the driving
process, the experimenter exported the collected video to the computer through the TF
memory card, then performed data pre-processing and labeling.

4.5. Data Pre-Processing and Labeling

Data pre-processing included video format conversion, merging, and alignment of the
original recorded facial video and the scenario video. The, each participant’s video clips
were spliced and edited into a 3 s short video clip sequence for the labeling work.

The initially recorded video clips for each participant include facial records and sce-
nario records, both containing a quantity of one-minute video clips in TS format. After
removing those video clips that involve communication between the driver and the experi-
menter, the short video clips were combined into a long video clip and converted to MP4
format. After that, we obtained two time-aligned videos of equal length (a long video clip
of the driver’s face and a long video clip of the scenario; resolution: 1920 × 1080, MP4);
Then, the two long video clips were spliced into one clip with the layout of the face on the
left and scenario on the right (resolution: 3840 × 1080, MP4). After that, this long clip was
edited into a series of 3 s short video clips for the participant to label.

To obtain the emotion label of the pre-processed dataset, this work adopted a manual
labeling method. The annotation tool is used for manual labeling in many researches [79,80].
This study developed an annotation software called the “Driver Emotion Label Tool” for the
labeling process; this tool ensures the annotation quality and the reliability of the collected
dataset. Figure 3 demonstrates the annotation tool’s GUI.

In this study, the labeling work adopted a discrete emotion method (emotion cate-
gories), with each participant required to label their emotion in each 3 s short video clip
edited from the pre-processing procedure (0 = Angry, 1 = Disgust, 2 = Fear, 3 = Happy, 4
= Sad, 5 = Surprise, 6 = Neutral). To eliminate the individual differences among different
facial expressions of participants, each driver was employed to label their own clips. The
road scenario also helped the drivers in labeling the dataset. Because the facial expressions
may be subtle in some situations, the road scenarios enhanced the driver’s judgment of
his/her current emotional state. An experimenter accompanied the driver to assist in
labeling and avoid miss-labeling.

After that, video frames were extracted from each participant’s labeled short video
clip series. With all participants’ video extracted, the entire on-road driver facial expression
dataset was obtained (effective images: 69,923; resolution: 3840 × 1080, RGB). The dataset
contains various road scenarios during day and night, and the corresponding driver facial
expression. Figure 4 demonstrates part of the dataset.
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Figure 3. Screenshot of the developed annotation tool called “DriverEmotionLabelTool”, used to
annotate the video sequences of the on-road driver facial expression dataset.

Figure 4. Collected on-road driver facial expression dataset. Each clip contains the driver facial
expression and road scenario synchronously; the driver facial expression is induced by various
scenarios during day (the first three columns) and night (the fourth column).

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Training Details

The datasets adopted for the source domain training were FER and CK+, and dataset
adopted for the target domain training was the on-road driver facial expression dataset
collected in this study. FERDERnet adopts the data augmentation re-sampling module
(ABR) for the target original long-tailed dataset to alleviate data imbalance. Hence, the
original long-tailed dataset was input into the face detection module (FD) of FERDERnet
to generate grayscale faces as shown in Figure 5. It was then input into the ABR module,
which outputs the augmented re-sampled dataset (effective images: 15,523; resolution: 160
× 160, GRAY).

The augmented and re-sampled dataset produced by the ABR module containing
15,523 images was fed into the ER module for model training. The target dataset was
divided into a training set with 12,418 images and a test set with 3105 images. The
performance in the target dataset was the result of performing stratified cross-validation,
which has better performance in small, imbalanced datasets.
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Figure 5. Driver facial expressions in gray images processed by the FD module.

This study employs the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 10−4. To confirm the
training optimizer for the proposed FERDERnet, an experiment with different training
algorithms was conducted. Five different optimizers were chosen, namely Adam, SGD,
RMSprop, Adagrad, and Adamax. FERDERnet_R (FERDERnet with resnet50 backbone)
was trained using the above five optimizers. As can be seen from Table 1 and Figure 6,
the Adam optimizer obtained the best accuracy as well as the best F1-score. As for the
training time, each optimizer required a similar time. Therefore, the Adam optimizer was
confirmed to be the FERDERnet optimizer. With the Adam optimizer and cross-entropy
loss, training FERDERnet executed 150 epochs for the source dataset and 50 epochs for
the target dataset. For backbone details, in each backbone this research adopted, the batch
normal layer was placed between convolution layer and ReLU layer, and dropout was only
adopted for the full connect layer, with the dropout rate set to 0.5 for all five backbone
networks. The model implementation was done using Pytorch. The model was trained
and tested on a server with an Intel Xeon E5-2678 v3@2.5GHz CPU and a NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 2080Ti GPU.

Table 1. Comparison of different optimization algorithms for FERDERnet.

Algorithm Precision Recall Specificity F1-Score ACC Training Time

Adam 0.941 0.96 0.991 0.951 0.953 2303.3 s
SGD 0.471 0.469 0.917 0.4656 0.575 2284.8 s

RMSprop 0.941 0.949 0.991 0.945 0.952 2297.8 s
Adagrad 0.706 0.685 0.951 0.695 0.748 2296.2 s
Adamax 0.944 0.943 0.988 0.943 0.948 2320.8 s

5.2. The Baseline Methods

Several of the most common networks such as Googlenet, Resnet50, InceptionV3,
InceptionV4, and Xception were employed as baseline methods in this study. For these
methods, the training strategy was the same as in FERDERnet’s target domain.

5.3. Performances

The dataset this study adopted to validate the performance for all baseline methods
and FERDERnet with different backbones was the on-road driver facial expression dataset.
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To evaluate the performance of the network, the results obtained were reported using
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 6. Results of different training algorithms. The above charts present training loss (blue line) and
test accuracy (orange line); the bottom charts present the corresponding confusion matrix. (a) ACC and
Loss Adam, (b) ACC and Loss SGD, (c) ACC and Loss RMSprop, (d) ACC and Loss Adagrad, (e) ACC
and Loss Adamax, (f) matrix Adam, (g) matrix SGD, (h) matrix RMSprop, (i) matrix Adagrad, (j) matrix
Adamax.

Table 2 demonstrates the performance between each baseline network and the cor-
responding FERDERnet that applies the same network for its backbone. Among the five
backbones employed in this experiment, FERDERnet_G (FERDERnet with Googlenet
backbone) reached a classification top 1 accuracy of 88.8%, higher than Googlenet (top 1
accuracy: 80.3%) by 8.5%. Furthermore, as can be seen, the F1-score of FERDERnet_G is
also significantly higher than the Googlenet, by 9.9%. For each backbone adopted, the table
reveals that the proposed FERDERnet achieved remarkably high emotion classification
accuracy, as each FERDERnet exceeded its baseline for the top 1 accuracy by 3.3% to 8.3%.

It is clear that the samples in the collected on-road driver facial expression dataset
are all of the same nationality so that all methods meet a reasonably high classification
performance. Despite that, the FERDERnet still surpasses the baseline networks.

Another comparative study can be seen in Table 2. FERDERnet with different backbone
networks achieves a diverse top 1 accuracy range from 88.8% to 96.6%. The FERDERnet_X
(FERDERnet with Xception backbone) achieved the best classification top 1 accuracy of
96.6%. For further discussion, the F1-score plays an important role when evaluating multi-
class classification tasks on imbalanced data. Hence, the performance of the methods
proposed was also assessed on F1-score. The Table shows that FERDERnet_X achieved the
highest F1-score of 0.962. The results indicate that FERDERnet_X performs best among the
backbones applied.
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Table 2. Model performance of on-road driver facial expression dataset.

Models Precision Recall F1-Score ACC

FERDERnet_G VS. baseline

FERDERnet_G 0.881 0.879 0.88 0.888
Googlenet 0.793 0.78 0.781 0.803

FERDERnet_R VS. baseline

FERDERnet_R 0.939 0.956 0.947 0.956
Resnet50 0.898 0.876 0.886 0.907

FERDERnet_I3 VS. baseline

FERDERnet_I3 0.964 0.952 0.957 0.959
InceptionV3 0.81 0.913 0.884 0.897

FERDERnet_I4 VS. baseline

FERDERnet_I4 0.956 0.959 0.958 0.961
InceptionV4 0.898 0.93 0.91 0.928

FERDERnet_X VS. baseline

FERDERnet_X 0.952 0.972 0.962 0.966
Xception 0.926 0.939 0.932 0.93

Note: G represents Googlenet backbone; R represents Resnet50 backbone; I3 represents InceptionV3 backbone; I4
represents InceptionV4 backbone; X represents Xception backbone.

As shown in Figure 7, the confusion matrix of FERDERnet_X performed significantly
well in seven-class emotion classification. The model performed pretty well in classes such
as Angry, Happy, and Sad, while performing slightly worse in Fear and Surprise. This may
be caused by class imbalance because the samples are still not fully balanced after the ABR
module (Fear contained 464 images, Surprise contained 642 images, Neutral contained 6265
images). Overall, the proposed FERDERnet with Xception backbone obtained excellent
classification accuracy for the on-road driver facial expression recognition task.

Figure 7. The confusion matrix of FERDERnet_X when trained on the on-road driver facial
expression dataset.

The proposed network FERDERnet_X performed best among the backbones applied.
To further evaluate the method compared to other state-of-the-art networks in the facial
expression recognition task, some robust networks—DeepEmotion [38], ARM [39], VGGNet
[48], ResMaskingNet [37], Resnet [73], Inception [74]—and FERDERnet with an ensemble
of five backbone networks were trained on our on-road driver facial expression dataset
under the same training strategy. Table 3 shows the comparison between the proposed
method and other facial expression recognition SOTA work.
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As shown in Table 3, the ensemble method reaches the best top 1 accuracy and F1-
score, outperforming other networks. The training time reflects the network parameters
and depth. It can be observed that DeepEmotion has the most straightforward network;
hence it finished training in the shortest time, but obtained a much lower accuracy. The
ensemble of five backbone networks required much longer training time; therefore, it is not
acceptable for engineering application. On the other hand, FERDERnet_X used a relatively
short training time to reach high accuracy. Considering demands on time and computation
resources, FERDERnet_X is most suitable for practical application.

Table 3. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on the on-road driver facial expression dataset.

Method Dataset ACC F1-Score Training Time

DeepEmotion ours 0.667 0.553 856 s
ARM ours 0.925 0.913 3143 s

VGGNet ours 0.937 0.925 3982 s
ResMaskingNet ours 0.94 0.937 5252 s

ResNet ours 0.956 0.947 3741 s
Inception ours 0.959 0.957 5937 s

FERDERnet_X ours 0.966 0.962 2503 s
FERDERnet_E5 ours 0.972 0.967 23,686 s

Note: ours stands for on-road driver facial expression dataset. FERDERnet_X stands for FERDERnet with Xception
backbone, FERDERnet_E5 stands for the ensemble method that fuses 5 backbone networks (Googlenet, Resnet50,
InceptionV3, InceptionV4, Xception) together.

Light conditions are various in real driving situations, hence, the model’s performance
under difficult conditions is important. An experiment to compare FERDERnet perfor-
mance under different light conditions was conducted. Daytime driver facial images and
nighttime driver facial images were randomly selected from the original dataset. Figure 8
shows some of the test samples. The test data included 140 day images and 140 night images
(20 images for each emotion category) to compare the model’s performance. Furthermore,
the influence of a different training set was considered; the FERDERnet_X (FERDERnet
with Xception backbone) model was trained on different datasets (day-images-only on-road
driver dataset vs. the full on-road driver dataset (containing both day and night data)) to
compare recognition accuracy. As illustrated in Table 4, the night images lower the model’s
recognition accuracy. However, by involving nighttime data in the training process, our
model gains significantly improved nighttime recognition performance. Furthermore,
comparing recognition accuracy of the model trained on different datasets, the nighttime
recognition accuracy was much higher when the model’s training set involved night data.

Figure 8. Facial samples from the collected on-road driver facial expression dataset; the top row
shows day samples and the bottom row shows night samples.

Table 4. Comparison of model performance under day and night images.

Method Training Set Test Set ACC F1-Score

FERDERnet_X ours day-images 0.966 0.962
FERDERnet_X ours night-images 0.812 0.795
FERDERnet_X(D/O) ours(day-images) day-images 0.958 0.951
FERDERnet_X(D/O) ours(day-images) night-images 0.624 0.554

Note: FERDERnet_X stands for FERDERnet with Xception backbone, FERDERnet_X(D/O) stands for FERDER-
net_X trained under the day-images-only on-road driver facial expression dataset.
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5.4. Ablative Analysis

The FERDERnet model this study proposes contains of three modules: the FD module,
which performs the processing of face detection, crop, and image format transform; the ABR
module, which performs facial image augmentation-based re-sampling; the ER module,
which employs the deep network backbone and adopts the fine-tuning strategy to perform
emotion classification.

Hence, to validate if and how much the ABR module impacts the emotion recognition
task and compare it with the augmentations that torch transforms provide, ablative studies
were conducted. The proposed FERDERnet was modified and evaluated by including or
removing the ABR module in the architecture. The ablative analysis adopts precision, recall,
and F1-score as metrics.

The ablative analysis result is presented in Table 5. As can be observed, the model
suffers significant performance loss when the ABR module is removed; the F1-score shows
a decline by 4.6%. Furthermore, the confusion matrix of FERDERnet_X without the ABR
module is demonstrated in Figure 9, and the classification results significantly drop in
classes like Disgust, Fear, and Sad compared with Figure 7, which also shows the impor-
tance of the ABR module. The probable reason is that the ABR module performs not only
adjustment of imbalanced data, but also enhances the images’ diversity of lightness, angle,
and contrast, which improves the model’s recognition performance of night images and
images under hard conditions in the dataset. This demonstrates the importance of data
re-balance and diversity that the ABR module performs in the on-road driver emotion
classification task.

Figure 9. The confusion matrix of FERDERnet_X without ABR module when trained on the on-road
driver facial expression dataset.

Table 5. Ablative evaluation with and without (w/o) the ABR module of FERDERnet.

Model Dataset Precision Recall F1-Score

FERDERnet ours 0.952 0.972 0.962
FERDERnet(w/o) ours 0.934 0.9 0.916

Note: ours stands for on-road driver facial expression dataset.

5.5. Discussion

The proposed FERDERnet applies transfer learning by fine-tune training the back-
bone network and combines face detection, crop, and image format transform image
augmentation-based re-sampling to classify on-road driver emotions. The whole model is a
novel method that achieves excellent recognition accuracy with insufficient and imbalanced
data.

As shown in Table 2, the experimental result of the proposed model obtained high
accuracy with all five backbones (FERDERnet with Googlenet backbone achieved 89.8%
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top accuracy, which was the lowest among the five backbones). Apart from the model’s
effectiveness, the reason for the high top 1 accuracy of seven emotion classification is the
lack of samples during data collection. Each subject did not necessarily show rich emotions
in their facial expression; as a matter of fact, quite a few drivers rarely showed non-neutral
emotions during the driving experiment. Due to this, the dataset did not contain a diversity
of samples, which lowered the classification difficulty for the networks.

Despite this fact, the proposed model still outperformed the baseline models (note
that the dataset collected in this study contains driver facial expressions in night-driving)
for 3.4% to 8.4% top 1 accuracy. In addition, the expression of different emotions was less
identical than the lab controlled facial display, because drivers are highly focused on the
road in the reality of driving.

As the proposed network aims to apply a fast and accurate method for on-road
driver facial expression recognition, recognition speed is essential. The best-trained model
FERDERnet_X performed recognition at the speed of 12.8 FPS. However, image size sig-
nificantly affected the system’s speed, since the original image size is 1920 × 1080. In
practical applications, lower resolution images can improve the recognition speed. In
future practical applications, the network needs to recognize the driver’s emotion in differ-
ent situations, including nighttime. The ABR module can be modified to perform image
augmentation, enhance night image brightness, or adjust contrast in order to improve the
emotion recognition accuracy.

Under such circumstances, the result and ablative analysis demonstrate that the
FERDERnet proposed in this study obtains significant improvements compare to the
baseline networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is novel research in addressing on-
road driver expression recognition, as this research also conducted experiments to collect
on-road driver facial expressions induced by various scenarios.

6. Limitations and Future Works

As with any study, the present research has limitations. The limitations of this work
can be summarized as follows:

• The manual individual labeling process was conducted after the on-road driving
experiment; the time passed between the driving experiment and labeling may have
caused some labeling accuracy problems.

• The verification on other datasets: the proposed method is a three-stage model de-
signed specifically for driver facial expression recognition. The FD module detected
the driver’s face and the ABR module handled the data augmentation as well as
re-sampling, followed by the ER module that predicted the emotion category. Verify-
ing the proposed method on other datasets requires other publicly available on-road
driver facial expression datasets. However, there are currently no publicly available
on-road driver facial expression datasets; most facial expression datasets are lab con-
trolled or from the internet. More verification needs to be done on available on-road
driver facial expression datasets when future researches is published.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel deep learning model, namely FERDERnet for on-road driver
facial expression recognition that is robust against insufficient and imbalanced data,
is proposed. The model is transfer learning-based, using fine tuning and employing
augmentation-based re-sampling to enhance recognition performance.

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed model, extensive experiments were
conducted against other state-of-the-art deep networks. The FERDERnet model delivers
exceedingly high emotion classification accuracy improvements of around 3% to 8%. This
is because of the fine-tuning strategy and the augmentation-based data re-sampling that
assisted the FERDERnet to learn from insufficient and imbalanced on-road driving data.
This can be observed from the ablative analysis, where removing the augmentation-based
re-sampling module (ABR) caused the classification accuracy to decline significantly.
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To the best of our knowledge, the proposed FERDERnet is a novel study aimed at
recognizing on-road driver facial expressions through a transfer learning approach, which
collected the on-road driving dataset for model training. Work is in progress to extend this
model and improve the dataset in sample quantity and label quality in order to make the
dataset publicly available for related research.

The collected dataset contains driver facial expressions in various road scenarios. The
dataset contains 25 subjects, which is a relatively small number for the network training
process. However, the dataset collection was also difficult. The on-road driving experiment
was much more labor-intensive than static expression collection experiments due to both the
uncertainty of the road scenario and the labeling work, which is reflected in the scarcity of
on-road driver facial expression datasets. Future work should carefully design experiments
and contain more subjects. Furthermore, there are researches aimed at deploying deep
network models to some embedded devices, for instance NVIDIA Jetson devices [81,82],
for practical applications, even though they may lower performance. However, due to a
device shortage, this research was unable to test performance on the NVIDIA Jetson; a
performance test on a common laptop (graphics card with 4G memory) was conducted
and the trained model was deployed and running with 13.2 FPS when the resolution of the
input video was 1280 × 720. Thus, more work to deploy this model on embedded devices
is essential for practical applications.

Furthermore, the proposed model can be applied to the smart cockpit of intelligent
automobiles for driver emotion recognition, in order to improve the human-machine
system, reduce driving risk, and improve driving safety.
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